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About Teenage Cancer Trust

• Every day, seven young people aged 13-24 hear the 
words “you have cancer”.

• Teenage Cancer Trust is the only UK charity dedicated 
to providing the specialised nursing care and support 
they need to get through it.

• Cancer doesn’t just devastate a young person’s health. 
It threatens to take away everything they care about – 
their identity, their independence, and their dreams.

• We fund specialist nurses, youth support teams and 
hospital units within the NHS to provide the very best 
care and support during treatment and beyond…

• …making sure cancer doesn’t stop young people living 
their lives.



What did we 
have?



A Young Person’s Guide to Cancer

• Our flagship information guide for young people with 
cancer was originally called: Honest Answers, Sound 
Advice: A Young Person’s Guide to Cancer

• This was first published in 2015 and updated in 2018

• Well overdue a review and an opportunity to make some 
significant changes

• An opportunity to bring the guide in line with our recently 
updated branding as well



What did we want to do?

1. Content review and update
2. Design review and update
3. Include young people’s voices
4. Make the guide more ‘interactive’
5. Incorporate more visual 

information 



Design



Asking young people to share 
feedback on initial designs

• We used of our Find Your Sense of Tumour (FYSOT) U18 
residential weekend to collect feedback 

• 35 young people in attendance, aged 13-18
• Asked young people to feedback on cover design, which 

would in turn influence design style throughout

• Free form market stall feedback option

• World café, individual sessions, more in-depth feedback
• Write the number of your favourite cover design 
• One reason why you like it  
• Two words to describe the design 
• Anything you would change? 









What did they tell us?

Reason: I like the colours and they work together 
Two words: Bright and warm 
Anything to change: Maybe make the pictures bigger 

Reason: It’s gender neutral 
Two words: Bright and colourful, warm and inviting 
Anything to change: More illustrations 

Reason: The colours are warm and go well together 
Two words: Welcoming and cosy 
Anything to change: The design colour on the background 
is difficult to see 



Content



Asking young people to review 
content

• We have two review panels who help review all our 
information

• One is a group of young people who have had a 
personal cancer diagnosis

• The other is a group of young people who have not had 
a personal cancer diagnosis but have registered to 
volunteer with us and specifically in this role 

• Both groups reviewed sections of the new guide and 
offered comprehensive feedback 



Sharing young people’s voices

QUOTES
• We have shared the stories of significant numbers of young 

people who have had cancer
• We reviewed these stories to find quotes that matched and 

supported the information content in the guide
• We confirmed with young people they were happy for these 

to be shared in the guide

AIM
• A lot of young people with cancer feel isolated and might not 

meet many others the same age with cancer
• The aim of including quotes was to allow young people to 

relate their own experiences to others



Other sources of feedback



Nursing staff

• Teenage Cancer Trust funds nearly 100 roles in the 
NHS, including nursing staff at various levels

• We’re lucky to be able to regularly engage with them
• We had 5 nurses agree to support with reviewing and 

feeding back on Your Guide to Cancer 
• They provided a vital clinical and overall insight into the 

information and were an essential sounding board



Youth Support Coordinators

• Youth Support Coordinators are non-clinical roles 
funded by Teenage Cancer Trust

• They provide emotional support and help young people 
relax in hospital 

• They create opportunities for young people to socialise 
and connect with people their own age, as well as giving 
practical help on things like physical changes and going 
back to school, college or work

• Two of our wonderful Youth Support Coordinators 
supported with the development of the guide and 
provided essential insight in the overall experiences of 
young people with cancer



The end result…







Quotes 



Quotes 



Medical illustrations





The details… 

• Your Guide to Cancer was published in 
January 2023

• We did an initial print run of 2,000 copies
• We have already distributed approximately 

1650 copies to young people around the UK 
with cancer

• 2,500 young people (13-24) are diagnosed 
with cancer every year – we expect to reprint 
soon

• The guide will be reviewed and updated in 
2026



“It serves as both a teacher and a friend, 
introducing complex, often intimidating, 

medical concepts with kindness and 
clarity. It's empowering and effective, 
epitomising the very best of Teenage 

Cancer Trust and medical communication 
as a whole. It's been a privilege to have a 

tiny input into this fantastic book.”



Involving users is invaluable. It might 
sometimes make projects lengthier or feel 

difficult to do, but it’s so important. It 
means you can complete and deliver a 
project with the confidence that you’ve 
created something that’s appropriate, 

useful and valuable to your target 
audience



Feel free to get in touch with any 
questions!

Rosie Vare
rosie.vare@teenagecancertrust.org


